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I. STATEMENT OF INTEREST OF AMICUS CURIAE ZACHOR
LEGAL INSTITUTE
Amicus curiae Zachor Legal Institute (“Zachor”) is a non-profit
legal foundation focusing on constitutional and rights advocacy with the
goal of eliminating prejudice and discrimination. Zachor has published
legal analyses of the First Amendment with an emphasis on the status
of federal and state laws that limit boycott activity. Zachor has also
undertaken original research and published works on the origin and
operations of the so-called Boycott Divestment and Sanction movement
(“BDS” or the “BDS Movement”), the wellspring of the discriminatory
boycott campaign that Ark. Code Ann. § 25-1-501 et seq. (“Act 710”) was
enacted to address.
Zachor is uniquely situated to provide this court with important
background on relevant caselaw as well as a full and factual history of
the BDS Movement.
The arguments to support the analysis of relevant caselaw on the
First Amendment herein are based on Zachor’s founder’s published law
review articles:

1
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• Marc A. Greendorfer, The Inapplicability of First
Amendment Protections to BDS Movement Boycotts, 2016
CARDOZO L. REV. DE NOVO 112 (“Cardozo Article”);
• Marc A. Greendorfer, The BDS Movement: That Which We
Call a Foreign Boycott, by Any Other Name, Is Still Illegal,
22 ROGER WILLIAMS U. L. REV. 1 (2017) (“RWU Article”); and
• Marc A. Greendorfer, Boycotting the Boycotters: Turnabout is
Fair Play under the Commerce Clause and the
Unconstitutional Conditions Doctrine, 40 CAMPBELL L. REV.
29 (2018).
II. ARGUMENT
In one fell swoop, the panel’s majority1 ignored relevant Supreme
Court precedent and created confusion among various states that have
enacted, or are planning to enact, anti-discrimination laws.
In a cynical part of their strategy to eliminate the Jewish
homeland of Israel, BDS activists promote boycotts of Israel under the
guise of human rights. The boycott campaign that Act 710 was enacted

For ease of reading, the term majority herein refers to the panel’s
majority.
1

2
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to confront, the BDS Movement, is blatant racial and national origin
discrimination that seeks to disenfranchise Jews of their right to selfdetermination and ultimately will result in the ethnic cleansing of Jews
from the Middle East, as is already the case in many Muslim-majority
countries of the region. RWU Article at 29-40.
As stipulated in Fed. R. App. P. 35, en banc review is called for
when it (1) is necessary to secure or maintain uniformity of the court’s
decisions or (2) the proceeding involves a question of exceptional
importance. Here, both elements of the test are satisfied.

1. This Court Should Grant En Banc Review Because The Majority’s
Decision Contradicts Supreme Court Precedent.
Far from deciding the case, the majority’s opinion leaves the
district court with a perplexing and often contradictory set of
pronouncements that will make it difficult, if not impossible, for that
court to fashion a remedy on remand. Much of this uncertainty will
stem from the majority’s citations to caselaw that do not comport with
what the cases actually stood for.
In the most glaring example of this, the majority cited to
N.A.A.C.P. v. Claiborne Hardware Co., 458 U.S. 886 (1982) and Fed.

3
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Trade Comm’n v. Superior Ct. Trial Lawyers Ass’n, 493 U.S. 411 (1990)
for the baseline proposition that “some elements of a boycott are
entitled to First Amendment protection”, Ark. Times LP v. Waldrip,
2021 U.S. App. LEXIS 4056 at *14-15, 988 F.3d 453, yet the majority
treated these two cases as black and white when they are, in fact, quite
nuanced and have to be read together and with other cases, discussed
infra, to understand the full scope of the Supreme Court’s
jurisprudence on speech and boycotts. It is simply not the case, as the
majority wrote without providing a scintilla of analysis for BDS
boycotts as they relate to Claiborne, that “[s]upporting or promoting
boycotts of Israel is constitutionally protected under Claiborne….”.
Ark. Times at *18.
As amicus has explained generally in the RWU Article, and
specifically in the Cardozo Article, conflating a secondary boycott
targeting businesses that have nothing to do with the boycotters’
demands and no relation to any constitutional rights of the boycotters
(the situation with BDS boycotts that target Jews and the Jewish
nation for boycotts) is inapposite to the situation in Claiborne, where
African Americans refused to do business with those in the local

4
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community who were depriving the boycotters of their Fourteenth
Amendment rights.
Had the majority thoroughly considered the Supreme Court’s
nuanced opinion in Claiborne, it would have found the following
important description of that boycott and those boycotting: “… the
purpose of petitioners' campaign was not to destroy legitimate
competition. Petitioners sought to vindicate rights of equality
and of freedom that lie at the heart of the Fourteenth
Amendment itself.” Claiborne at 914 (emphasis added).
It was on this basis that the Supreme Court noted the distinction
between an economic boycott where the boycotters’ primary aim was to
improve their financial condition (i.e., Trial Lawyers), on the one hand,
and a political boycott where the boycotters were engaging in a
primary boycott in Claiborne-- a boycott by those aggrieved by the
action of a party, directed at that party, seeking redress for violations
of the constitutional rights of the boycotters themselves, on the other
hand. In the passage from Claiborne quoted above, it is clear that the
Supreme Court did not say all political boycotts are absolutely
protected; rather, the Court explicitly noted that a wide variety of

5
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political boycotts can be regulated: “[w]e need not decide in this case
the extent to which a narrowly tailored statute designed to prohibit
certain forms of anticompetitive conduct or certain types of secondary
pressure may restrict protected First Amendment activity. No such
statute is involved in this case. Nor are we presented with a boycott
designed to secure aims that are themselves prohibited by a valid state
law.” Claiborne at note 49.
Act 710 does not implicate any Fourteenth Amendment rights, as
it relates to a foreign conflict that neither the State of Arkansas, nor the
companies that are targets of BDS activity, have power to affect.
Indeed, Act 710 is exactly the type of valid, narrowly tailored law, and
BDS boycotts are the same type of secondary boycotts relating to foreign
conflicts, that the Supreme Court found in Int’l Longshoremen's Ass’n.,
AFL-CIO v. Allied Int’l, Inc., 456 U.S. 212 (1982), a decision from the
same term as Claiborne, to be materially distinct from the protected
First Amendment activity in Claiborne. The facts of Int'l
Longshoremen's, where stevedores engaged in a secondary boycott to
protest the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, are directly analogous to the
facts of BDS boycotts subject to Act 710, where Americans are coerced

6
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into supporting a secondary boycott against a foreign country based on
racial animus propagated by entities designated as foreign terror
organizations by the United States.
As such, the majority should have considered and discussed the
interplay between the Claiborne court’s explicit repudiation of applying
its holding to secondary boycotts and the same court’s denial of First
Amendment protections to secondary boycotts in Int'l Longshoremen's.
The policy reasons for the Claiborne court limiting enhanced First
Amendment protections for boycotters to those campaigns seeking to
vindicate the boycotters’ Fourteenth Amendment rights are as obvious
as they are sound: a boycott has substantial negative effects on the
economy and it infringes on the right of consumers to be free from
strife in commercial markets. See the RWU Article at 73-84. If every
foreign conflict were to be imported into the United States’ markets,
the markets would be in a perpetual state of turmoil.
The boycotts subject to Act 710 are closer in facts and
circumstances not only to those in Int'l Longshoremen's but also Trial
Lawyers, where the Supreme Court found that the application of an
existing law (§ 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. §

7
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45(a)(1)) that had a nominal impact on First Amendment rights of
boycotters did not infringe upon the boycotter’s First Amendment
rights.
While the majority was correct to note that the Supreme Court
referred to the fact that the boycotters in Trial Lawyers were seeking
an economic advantage, the Supreme Court did not set out a black and
white rule as to political versus economic boycotts and the First
Amendment. Instead, as in Int'l Longshoremen's, the Supreme Court
found that the impact of the restrictions on boycotters’ activity was
incidental compared to any protected First Amendment rights of the
boycotters and thus permissible (“[t]his court has held that when
‘speech’ and ‘nonspeech’ elements are combined in the same course of
conduct, a sufficiently important governmental interest in regulating
the nonspeech element can justify incidental limitations on First
Amendment freedoms.” Trial Lawyers at 429 (citing United States v.
O’Brien, 391 U.S. 367 (1968)). See, also, Roberts v. United States
Jaycees, 468 U.S. 609 (1984), a case from the 8th Circuit Court of
Appeals where the Supreme Court found that an anti-discrimination
law that affected far more protected activity than is at issue in this

8
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case was neither unconstitutionally vague nor violative of the First
Amendment due to the discrimination it was designed to prevent.
Act 710 is a law that does not prevent anyone from speaking,
whether the speech is criticism of Israel or anything else. Act 710 is an
anti-discrimination measure meant to keep the State of Arkansas from
doing business with those promoting discrimination; the impact on
First Amendment rights is not only incidental, but also merely
tangential. Only those who are engaging in acts of discrimination AND
who want to enter into business relationships with the state are
affected. Those who wish to take to the streets or the editorial pages to
protest against Israel are unaffected by Act 710. The State of
Arkansas has a strong interest in not only preventing discrimination,
but also keeping taxpayer funds from supporting discriminatory
movements. Thus, to the extent Trial Lawyers applies to the instant
case, it stands for the proposition that Arkansas’ interest in preventing
discrimination outweighs any right to engage in secondary boycotts
relating to foreign conflicts.
Furthermore, the panel described the decision in Rumsfeld v.
Forum for Acad. & Institutional Rights, Inc., 547 U.S.47 (2006), a case

9
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relied upon by the lower court, as not an “exact fit” (Ark. Times at *9) to
the facts of the present case, but then relied on Claiborne, which is even
less of an exact fit due to Claiborne being a case regarding domestic
civil rights issues rather than foreign affairs. It is Int'l
Longshoremen's, not Claiborne, that controls this case, yet the majority
didn’t even consider or try to distinguish the two cases. There is a
significant and important constitutional question on boycotts and the
First Amendment that the majority muddies, rather than clarifies, and
it applies not only to BDS activity but to anti-discrimination laws as a
whole.
Consider what BDS promoters seek (the elimination of Israel) and
compare that to what the boycotters in Claiborne sought (the
vindication of their own civil rights under the 14th Amendment).
Putting aside the very real question of whether the First Amendment
protects any movement that has as its goal ethnic cleansing, there
simply is no redress possible for BDS promoters. They are boycotting
entities (including a number of United States companies) that have no
control over either American policy in the Middle East or the
government of Israel, a classic case of a secondary (or even tertiary)

10
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boycott that by its nature has no connection to any constitutional rights
of the boycotters. Consequently, even if BDS is considered a political
boycott, it simply isn’t a political boycott that could ever vindicate rights
of the boycotters, which was the core holding in Claiborne.

2. The Majority’s Opinion Creates More Confusion Than Certainty For
All Anti-Discrimination Laws.
The majority’s opinion will have a wide range of negative (and
likely unpredictable) effects on existing anti-discrimination laws in
Arkansas and other states under the 8th Circuit Court of Appeals
jurisdiction. As documented in the RWU Article, the BDS movement
provides material support to terror groups and further advocates for
race and national origin discrimination2 in commerce, education, public

See, e.g., President Biden’s description of BDS as anti-Semitic, “Biden
Draws Ire of Palestinian Activists for Shunning BDS Efforts”,
ALJAZEERA.COM (May 21, 2020), available at
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/5/21/biden-draws-ire-ofpalestinian-activists-for-shunning-bds-efforts (Biden said the movement
“singles out Israel – home to millions of Jews – and too often veers into
anti-Semitism, while letting Palestinians off the hook for their
choices.’”); see also, then-Secretary of State Mike Pompeo’s 2020
description of BDS as anti-Semitic, United States Department of State
press statement titled “Identifying Organizations Engaged in AntiSemitic BDS Activities”, November 19, 2020, available at
https://www.state.gov/identifying-organizations-engaged-in-anti2
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accommodations and elsewhere, all in violation of anti-discrimination
laws such as Title VI of the Civil Right Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000d to
2000d(4)(a), at the federal level, and state anti-discrimination laws such
as Ark. Code Ann. § 16-123-101 et seq. (the Arkansas Civil Rights Act of
1993, as amended) which prohibits discrimination in, among other
things, property and contractual transactions (which would include the
commercial transactions BDS targets).
While one cannot predict the full scope of effects from the
majority’s opinion, several outcomes are likely. First, any party
engaging in discriminatory conduct will simply claim that the conduct is
of a political nature and thus protected by the First Amendment.
Second, states will be obligated to enter into contracts with individuals
or groups who promote discriminatory activity, from cross burnings to

semitic-bds-activities/ and 2020 Democratic presidential candidate and
current New York City mayoral candidate Andrew Yang’s op-ed
deeming BDS to be anti-Semitic, FORWARD.COM (January 22, 2021),
available at https://forward.com/opinion/462603/andrew-yang-mayoralrace-new-york-city-jewish-community/ (“Not only is BDS rooted in
antisemitic thought and history, hearkening back to fascist boycotts of
Jewish businesses, it’s also a direct shot at New York City’s economy.”)
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attacks on gays3 or marginalization of Muslims, in effect requiring the
state and its taxpayers to fund those who are expressly advocating for
such discrimination and other unlawful acts.
III. CONCLUSION
As the majority’s opinion is, itself, vague and often contradictory,
and will lead to further uncertainty on the matter of the First
Amendment and anti-discrimination laws, amicus respectfully requests
that this Court grant Defendant-Appellees’ petition so the important
issues raised in this case can be fully and properly analyzed.

DATED, this 2nd day of April 2021.
By: s/ Marc A. Greendorfer

For example, the Westboro Baptist Church openly espouses
discriminatory and hateful beliefs about LGBTQ individuals and that
type of speech has been found to be protected by the First Amendment.
Snyder v. Phelps, 562 U.S. 443 (2011). In the context of BDS, this
would mean that individuals can espouse anti-Semitic beliefs in public,
which is not prohibited by Act 710. The question is whether a state
with an anti-discrimination law protecting LGBTQ individuals would
have to enter into a contract with the Westboro Baptist Church if the
contract contained an anti-discrimination provision that the church
refused to sign. Forcing a state to enter into contracts with, and thus
fund, a discriminatory group is a radically different concept than a state
not being allowed to prohibit that group from expressing its beliefs in
public.
3
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